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1. Introduction 
The large Axial Anomaly contribution to the proton spin structure (see, e.g., [1] and lief. 
therein )n»tn»»Jly puts a question of it» partouic interpretation. This problem wan solved 
by Mueller [2] in the framework of Landau levels flow approach to the Axial Anomaly 
f.t] Proceeding in this direction it appeared possible to describe Axial Anomaly even in a 
semiclamical way [4, 5]. 

The key element of the Mueller approach allowing to generalize the (Iribov treatment 
of the mansleM fermions to the massive case is the cancellation between the anomalous and 
explicit chiral symmetry breaking. This phenomenon is very transparent when the standard 
UV approach to the anomaly is adopted. Really, the anomaly arisen when the. contribution 
of the regulator fermions (with the nonzero infinite mass limit) is subtracted from the axial 
current matrix element. Therefore, I he anomalous term differs only in sign (coming from 
the subtraction) from the "normal" one, arising from the physical fermion шаля, if the latter 
is much larger than all the kiuematical variables. 

The ! andau levels picture manifests that the anomalous chirality flow cancels the normal 
one only for vacuum states.with the negative energy.If one considers the real positive enprey 
states, the straightforward generalisation of Mueller arguments shows the explicit rhiral 
symmetry breaking to be of the same sis» with the anomalous one Therefore, one may 
expect that in massless QCD Axial Anomaly would generate a variety of the lielicity-flip 
spin effects, reproducing the effect of the large quark mass. 

Making use of the normal-anomalous cancellation in the "physical"* Landau levels frame
work it is desirable to have its explanation MI "physical" language. It is just the subject of 
the present Letter. It appears that the natural 1R cutoff leads to the chirality flow associated 
with the excited Landau levels and compensatinR the ground state contribution I Sect ion 2). 
The relation of this procedure to the supersymmctric quantum mechanics is the subject of 
Section 3. The possible implications for the Axial Anomaly at 2 -f- I dimensions and Anyon 
Superconductivity problem are discussed in Section 4, while the concluding remarks arc 
presented in Section 5. 

2. Orbital momentum cutoff and the chirality of ex
cited Landau levels 

The eigenetates in the constant magnetic Welds [fij are highly degenerated. The rale ol tin? 
degeneracy per unit area is nothing else than the number of the magnetic flux quanta 
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2irftc 

То obtain th» familiar expression [2, 3] for the chiral charge anomalous noneonservalion 

A Q ^ 2 ^ E H A V ^ ( 2 ) 

one should multiply, it by the longitudinal degeneracy rate in the constant electric field 
E\\H 

"-'-^ w 
and by 2ft — the chirality change induced by each pair of the states crossing the zero energy 
level [3]. This derivation makes clear the topological nature of the anomaly even in the 
one-flavour QED case because of the topological origin of the magnetic flux quantum. The 
duality between its perturbative and nonperturbalive treatment is also manifested: each 
power of small parameter e comes from the large number N. 

Choosing the symmetric gauge one obtains the two-dimensional Hamiltonian (in the four-
dimensional relativiaiic case one may substitute the energy ( in the r.h.s. of the Schrodingcr 
equation for \ A J ~Pl~ m V 2 " J ) ; 

Я = \(Ha - I) - S. (4) 

Hereafter magnetic units are used. L and 5 are the orbital and spin angular momentum 
respectively (note that the single component differs from гего). На is the Hamiltonian of 
the two-dimensional harmonic oscillator with the eigenvalues 

f0=l+\. f.r,) 

/ is the maximum value of the orbital angular momentum among its I + 1 degenerated 
eigenstates. The basis is of course chosen to diagonalize //. The eigenvalues of the full 
Hamiltonian are: 

' - " » ' ' i i 1 

t — — .» + - = n + - - . « = n „ | s | = - . (») 

Note that the orbital momentum is quantized modulo 2, because the parity is just {-)'" in 
the two-dimensional case. I - m = In is then even and (6) correctly reproduces the familiar 
expression for the Landau levels. The quantum numbers are, however, nonconventionaJ. In 
particular, / has no direct physical interpretation. It is the price I had to pay to express e 
in terms of the angular momentum variables. 

Consider first the ground Landau level. It is degenerated according to the orbital mo
mentum variation: a = 1/2,/ = m = 0,1,2... To have the finite degeneracy rate, one should 
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restrict [lie maximum orbital momentum: ('„,„. = >птлх = N± — 1. This restriction is well-
known an the Aharonov -Casher theorem [7] in the сане of the magnetic flux confined to 
the finite spate region while the charge is allowed to move in the infinite flat. It is just 
the iiornializabilily condition: the high orbital momentum states are nondecrea&ing at the 
infinity. 

Passing on to the excited levels let us first oiuit the spin degree of freedom. The first 
excited level of the spiuless charge is realized via (/ = 1, m = — 1), (I = 2, m = 0), etc. How 
should one restrict these quantum number a to obtain the fiuite degeneracy rate for all the 
excited levels? 

My шиш postulate is: I < /„,„ = N± — I for a//levele. 
It immediately restricts the m values also, because m < / by definition. Although the 

direct physical meaning of / is absent, it is just / that determines the rate of the wave 
functions decrease at infinity, governed by the k = 0 term in the following representation: 

I'nfoftuimtt'ly, it iri impossible Lo use the Aharonov ('asher iionnaiizability argument here: 
t!u- excited levels wave functions are uonnonnalizable at aU under their theorem conditions 
mentioned above. The proposed orbital momentum cutoff may be, however, considered 
as an \\\ regulanzation. !ts main objective is to provide the finite degeneracy rate in the 
Ira Delation-invariant manner. 

This regularization immediately leads to the following important consequences: 
t) The degeneracy rate in energy dependent.. It ш obvious that the energy increase by 

muly results in the degeueracy rate decrease to the same amount: Nt — Л/j. — n. 
li) At< the degeneracy rate in by definition positive the spectrum should be U mi ted from 

above: r',„,tj - /Vj. — 1 = / n w J . The IH regularizalion induces the UV one! This phenomenon 
is qualitatively transparent: the wave function becomes more "wide" while the energy in
creases. Although this width is usually neglected when the degeneracy is calculated, one 
(•iiuiut place, even a single stale of the liigh enough energy in the fixed area. 

Let иь return to the actual spin-1/2 с лье. Each excited levels is degenerated according to 
the spin Hip. However, the adopted regularizalion partially removes this degeneracy. Each 
it, > I is realized as (n = ri,, $ - 1/2) and (n — n, — 1, s — —1/2. If all one-particle states 
are occupied, the degeneracy difference results iu the s = —1/2 spin for each excited level. 
Note that there are just Л /

1 exciLed levels in the spin-1/2 case exactly compensating the 
ground state spin. It is just the required mechanism of normal-anomalous cancellation. 

ft is not obvious which contribution should be identified with the normal and anoma
lous chiral symmetry breaking. The "classical" orbital momentum direction is negative [4] 
(we consider the positive charge: orbital momentum direction coincides with the magnetic 
moment one) reflecting the dianiagnetic properties of the classical bounded charge. That 
is why m is positive for the ground level and becomes negative for the excited ones repre
senting the seuiiclassical behaviour. However, passing from the maeeleea to the maseive case 
the chirality breaking associated with the ground level, changes sign [2]. The excited levels 
contribution should be identified as an anomalous one-

It is interesting that one can olwerve some cancellation between the contributions of 
different Landau levels to the orbital angular momentum, too. Note that the occupied 
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ground «tale orbital momentum ie: 

L„ = 2_ "' = r£ = x ' ^ 
m=(J 

This quadratirally grown expression is looking strange, at Hrst sight. It ie however familiar 
iu llie framework of the Laughliii approach to the Quantized Hall Effect [8]. The famous 
Laughhn wave function described the ground states as consisting of the electron pairs with 
unit relative orbital momentum, justifying Eq.(8). Its straightforward generalisation for the 
excited level ia: 

One can easJy check that 
I™. 

Л t» = °- (10) 

Total orbital angular niouientum of all Landau levels is zero! This cancellation is even more 
subtle than the cancellation of spin angular momentum discussed before. The excited levels 
orbital momentum does not manifest sharp sign change, contrary to the spin one. It varies 
smoothly from the maximal lmaI(l„ia* + l ) / 2 value to the minimal -/ma», turning to m o at 
" = ' ™ . / 3 The identification of normal and anomalous contributions, if poeible, requires 
fuitber investigations. 

3. Axial Anomaly and Supersymmetric Quantum Me
chanics 

The charged spin-1/2 particle motion iu the magnetic field with uniform direction in the 
realization of supersymmetric quantum mechanics [9]. lu fart, the main consequsnces of 
supersynimetry were discovered already iu the mentioned paper by Aharonov and Caslier 
[7]. 

First, the cancellation of bosotiit' and fermioiiic vacuum oscillations leads to the zero 
mode appearance. It i» this level, connecting the positive and negative energy slates for 
uiassk'ss fermions, which is crucial for the Axial Anomaly manifestation [3, 2]. 

Second, all the excited levels are degenerated with respect to spin-flip. This degeneracy 
excludes the excited levels from the chirality balance iu the standard treatment of the 
Anomaly [3, 2]. 

Therefore, Axial Anomaly, usually described as a violatioioi the (cblral) symmetry, may 
be thought of as a manifestation of the (super)symmetry. 

It is instructive to study the action of the tnipsrsyairuelry generators on the eigenstales 
of the adopted angular momentum basis: 

Q ± | / : m , S = T l / 2 } ~ \t± 1 , т Т 1 , . = ± | / 2 ) . ( Л ) 

Note that spin, orbital momentum and coordinate dependence are all changed, while the 
total angular momentum is conserved. This property is easy to verify in the сом of the 
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arbitrary axially »ynnuetric magnetic tie-Id. Thu [elation» between supersyniuietry and an
gular momentum, ooiibcrvatiou probably may be exit acted alba f.om the fact tha t spin-1/2 
angular momentum density it) proportional to the axial current, while the orbital momen
tum density in the derivative of the vector current. The iionrenoriiializatiou of the con-
м-rvcd operator allows one to relate the one-loop QED anomalous magnetic moment to 
axial anomaly [IQ]. One may expect thai Lhe exploring of the SuSy QCD in the EMC Spin 
Crisis resolution [l Ij in possible to justify with the help of the total angular momentum 
coitbirvalioH. 

Finally, one should notice that the proposed IK сutoil obviously violates one of the two 
basic SuSy predictions, namely, the degeneracy of the excited levels reflecting the chiral 
symmetry. One may say that although the axial anomaly in massless case is a consequence 
of I he supersyinmelry, its description in massive case requires very specific explicit super-
hyniiiietry violation. 

4. IR cutoff, Axial Anomaly at 2+1 dimensions and 
Anyon Superconductivity 

As the charge motion in the m ague lie field is in fact two-dimensional, the whole analysis 
of Section '_' i.s applicable at '2+1 dimensions. The basic difference is the absence of spin 
decree of freedom: аы a result, spin projection onto the magnetic field directiou should be 
^uhsliuiied for Lbe charge. The. standard (Jribov tieatment J:I the massless case results then 
in the induced vacuum charge and Chef» Simons (CiS) term [i'i]. 

The lit cuto/f" allow.-* aimnibr result iji the massive case, too, in complete similarity Lo the 
f f I dimensional situation. The cancellation of two contributions is of additional physical 
niiere.Hi here because of remarkable phenomena of Anyon Superconductivity [»], requiring 
jusi the (aitcellalion of the bare and induced Cb terms [13]. The physical reason for the IR 
cuioif may be the linile, but very large (macroM'opic) area of the sample [14]. The density 
iii (.he wider excited .slates should then be made decreasing in the translatiouaUy invariant 
manner, the latter being jusl the proposed cutotf. The translation invariance leads to the 
conservation of the momentum, which deems to be of interest if we should take into account 
the extra third dimension. 

Dealing with 2+1 dimensional models of anyon superconductivity one should relate them 
lo the leal 3+1 dimensional world. Due to the uncertainty principle it is impossible lo 
neglect the transverse degjee of freedom in the coordinate and momentum space simulta
neously. Usually one makes this reduction \\\ the coordinate space, assuming the energy 
lo be low enough to excite the transverse degree of freedom. The mentioned translation 
шvariance and momentum conservation inside the plane make it natural to start with the 
2+1 dimensional momentum space. The same result was achieved in recent study of the 
anomalous electron attraction [15] owing lo dealing with ihe scattering amplitudes in the 
momentum representation. 

As high 1[ superconductors represent the layer structure, the uncertainty principle im
mediately leads to the important conclusion: the electron cannot be confined to the single 
CuO layer atid the coherent multilayer behaviour is of major importance. Therefore, one 
should choose the Neumann boundary conditions for Ibe transverse Schrodinger equation 
and obtain the nomero transverse electromagnetic current. Ae a result, it is not conserved 
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in 2-f 1 dimensions: the effective theory should be nou gauge-invariant! Note that the uon-
< observation of the vector current in 2+1 can bad to the appearance of a zero-mass pole 
completely analogoiiH to the ghost рок- in QCD [16] (see also [1] and Ref. therein). As this 
pole is a signal of superconductivity [17]. we have the new mechanism of it. The correspond
ing physical picture is the charge escape in the transverse direction and the return to another 
place, i.e., aouw 'wonnhoh' 1 iu 2+1 dimensional нрасе. Nole that the commonly accepted 
mechanism uf high T,, supeicoudwctivity in the Lutiiuger liquid model also require» the 
inierlayer coherent transport, when parsing below 7! (sec, e.g., [18]). As this theory (and, 
in particular, the transverse rohcrent transport below '/J. [19]) is strongly supported by the 
L-xpcrimental data, the incorporation of the transverse dynamics into the anyon supercon
ductivity theory via the electromagnetic current uonconservation seems to be reasonable. 
Hecent papers [20],[21] are dealing with two-layer systems, but 1 would like to stress that a 
iii-icroscopically large number of layers in required to obtain the 2+1 -dimensional momen
tum space. 

These qualitative arguments seem to indicate that the relation of the Axial Anomaly 
in 3+] dimensional QBI) to the nontrivial physics and topology at 2+1 dimensions is not 
L'Hiausted by the Tact that the OS Icrin is the surface one for the anoinajoutj divergence. It is 
possible to add that the "vortex" in the lutntioned seuiiclassical derivation of the anomaly 
equation [4J is nothing else than Anyon. The only difference is a factor of 2 resulting from 
the fart that the constant magnetic field was considered [4] rather than a monopole-Uke 
tield of the An yon problem. 

5* Conclusions 
The natural orbital angular momentum с и ton0 incorporated to the classical Landau levels 
problem allows a physical interpretation of the subtle property of cancellation of explicit 
and anomalous cliiral symmetry breaking. The Axial Anomaly, being a manifestation of 
the supeгнуuimetric quantum mechanics in the massless fermions case, lequires the explicit 
violation of supersymmetry for massive feruaons by this cutoff which is, in fact, the IK one. 
The necessity of such a cutoff is not deduced rigorously, but has воше physical motivations, 
it provides the decreasing of broadening excited levels density in a translation ally invariant 
manner. At 2-Й dimensions the analogous procedure leads to the вего total CS term, 
indicating the possibility of the Any on Superconductivity. The latter may be related to the 
coherent multilayer effects. 
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